Background: Cardiac dark-blood turbo spin-echo (TSE) imaging is sensitive to through-plane motion, resulting in myocardial signal reduction. Purpose: To propose and validate reverse double inversion-recovery (RDIR)-a dark-blood preparation with improved motion robustness for the cardiac dark-blood TSE sequence. Study Type: Prospective. Population: Healthy volunteers (n 5 10) and patients (n 5 20). Field Strength: 1.5T (healthy volunteers) and 3T (patients). Assessment: Compared to double inversion recovery (DIR), RDIR swaps the two inversion pulses in time and places the slice-selective 1808 in late-diastole of the previous cardiac cycle to minimize slice misregistration. RDIR and DIR were performed in the same left-ventricular basal short-axis slice. Healthy subjects were imaged with two preparation slice thicknesses, 110% and 200%, while patients were imaged using a 200% slice thickness only. Images were assessed quantitatively, by measuring the myocardial signal heterogeneity and the extent of dropout, and also qualitatively on a 5-point scale. Statistical Tests: Quantitative and qualitative data were assessed with Student's t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively. Results: In healthy subjects, RDIR with 110% slice thickness significantly reduced signal heterogeneity in both the left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV) (LV: P 5 0.006, RV: P < 0.0001) and the extent of RV dropout (P < 0.0001), while RDIR with 200% slice thickness significantly reduced RV signal heterogeneity (P 5 0.001) and the extent of RV dropout (P 5 0.0002). In patients, RDIR significantly reduced RV myocardial signal heterogeneity (0.31 vs. 0.43; P 5 0.003) and the extent of RV dropout (24% vs. 46%; P 5 0.0005). LV signal heterogeneity exhibited a trend towards improvement with RDIR (0.12 vs. 0.16; P 5 0.06). Qualitative evaluation showed a significant improvement of LV and RV visualization in RDIR compared to DIR (LV: P 5 0.04, RV: P 5 0.0007) and a significantly improved overall image quality (P 5 0.03). Data Conclusion: RDIR TSE is less sensitive to through-plane motion, potentiating increased clinical utility for blackblood TSE.
quality and heterogeneous signal even in normal myocardium. [2] [3] [4] The clinical reliability of dark-blood TSE is severely impaired by these technical limitations.
There are three known causes of signal heterogeneity in black blood TSE. One is the effects of coil sensitivity. Another is the effects of motion on the TSE readout. 5 Lastly, the effects of motion on the double inversionrecovery (DIR) preparation can be another major source of signal heterogeneity. T 2 prepared balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) T 2 mapping is the method currently used to overcome these problems: it does so by not using the DIR preparation or the TSE readout. Furthermore, by performing T 2 -fitting, it eliminates heterogeneity due to coil variation. Therefore, in recent years, cardiac T 2 mapping 6 has been increasingly used because it provides consistently good image quality. However, the resolution of the T 2 mapping is often limited due to the use of single-shot imaging. The visualization quality of thin-walled chambers, such as the right ventricle (RV), is severely impaired in these techniques due to partial volume effects.
Alternatively, there are some approaches that replace the DIR preparation or the TSE readout to reduce the motion sensitivity of the sequence. For example, some alternative blood-nulling mechanisms, such as motion-sensitizing magnetization preparation, are considered less sensitive to through-plane motion. 7, 8 Fast readouts based on Cartesian bSSFP 2 or radial bSSFP 3 have also been previously explored to replace the motion-sensitive TSE readout. In the latter approach, the DIR preparation was combined with radial bSSFP readout to improve motion robustness with preserved blood nulling. 3 This method has been shown to be quite successful in improving imaging efficiency and image quality consistency; however, the motion sensitivity of the DIR preparation was not addressed in the work. Another direction towards improving T 2 -weighted dark-blood imaging is to improve, but not replace, the current standard DIR preparation and the TSE readout. This is addressed in routine clinical practice by increasing the thickness of the slice-selective reinversion pulse, from 100% to 200% of the slice. An early study used motion tracking to study the motion of the heart and reduce the sensitivity of dark-blood TSE to such motion. 9 Average cardiac displacements between early-systole and end-diastole were measured to be 2.0-2.9 mm for the lateral, inferior, and septal left ventricular walls and 3.4-5.7 mm for the RV in the basal slice of healthy volunteers. The motion causes spurious signal variations in the LV and signal dropout in the RV due to slice misregistration. Motion tracking can be used to offset the position of the acquisition slice to match the DIR preparation slice. However, the technique needs a preestimation of the heart motion for best performance, which increases the complexity of the method. In another report, carefully aligning the TSE readout with the RV quiescent period was shown to generate the largest improvement of image quality in the RV over other methods, such as increasing DIR preparation thickness. 10 Dark-blood TSE has been advocated as part of the MR assessment for the right ventricle, eg, to evaluate arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC).
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The sequence can be used to provide a morphological evaluation of the RV as well as an assessment of RV fat infiltration, which is a pathological finding but not yet a reliable imaging feature of ARVC. 12, 13 The sequence provides a unique advantage in reducing the partial volume effects between myocardium and blood, which is critical for tissue characterization of all thin-walled chambers. However, there are a variety of challenges for RV dark-blood imaging, including a thinner wall, higher mobility, a shorter quiescent period, and slower blood flow. 10 As a result, parts of the RV wall are consistently missing in dark-blood TSE and accurate characterization of the RV wall is difficult. 14 Furthermore, techniques such as T 2 mapping 6 are unsuitable for the RV, because of low resolution and severe partial volume effects. Hence, improving the motion robustness of darkblood TSE would be highly beneficial for diagnosis of ARVC. The aim of this work was to investigate a new DIR preparation paradigm that is more motion-robust than the existing DIR preparation. The new DIR preparation, termed reverse double inversion recovery (RDIR), reverses the order of the two inversion pulses in the pulse sequence. Furthermore, the slice-selective IR, whose timing relative to TSE readout excitation pulse is critical in considering the motion robustness, is moved to late-diastole to match the timing of the TSE readout. We hypothesized that the proposed technique can improve visualization of the LV and RV in dark-blood images. To test the hypothesis, the proposed sequence was compared to the standard DIR TSE sequence in 10 healthy volunteers and 20 patients at our clinical center.
Materials and Methods
We implemented an RDIR fat-saturated dark-blood T 2 -weighted TSE sequence modified from the standard DIR TSE sequence. Figure 1 shows the difference between the two sequences and their corresponding longitudinal magnetization in the presence of through-plane motion. In DIR TSE, the slice-selective IR (IRsel) is performed after the nonselective IR (IRns), both in earlysystole, while the TSE readout lies in the late-diastole. In standard DIR (Fig. 1a) , the timing difference between IRsel and the RF excitation leading the TSE readout increases the risk of slice misregistration between the RF pulses. This misregistration nulls part of the myocardium in which spins did not experience the slice-selective reinversion (Fig. 1a) . In contrast, the RDIR preparation reverses the order of the two inversion pulses, performing IRsel in the prior cardiac cycle. As a result, IRsel and the 908 pulse of the TSE readout are performed at exactly the same cardiac phase. The timing mismatch is eliminated and the risk of slice misregistration is minimized (Fig. 1b) . Blood nulling only depends on the position of IRns. Since IRns is not timed differently in RDIR, blood nulling of the inflowing blood should be the same between RDIR and DIR. The acquisition time of RDIR TSE is not increased since DIR T 2 -weighted TSE acquires data in every second RR cycle.
The delay time (TD, Fig. 1b ) between the two inversion pulses in the RDIR preparation causes some signal loss for inplane tissues, such as myocardium. Different from DIR, the spins in these tissues are not immediately inverted back after the first inversion. Instead, a delay time is inserted between the two inversion pulses, allowing the spins to recover before they are reinverted. The longitudinal magnetization recovered during TD is the signal lost by using RDIR. The signal loss can be analytically derived, based on the Bloch equations, given an RR interval, TD, and the tissue T 1 , and assuming 908 flip angle is used in the TSE readout. In DIR TSE, the longitudinal signal of myocardium immediately before the 908 pulse is:
The same signal in RDIR TSE is:
Therefore, the lost myocardial signal, ie, M zDIR 2M zRDIR , is:
Equation 3 shows that the loss of signal increases as TD increases and drops as the RR interval increases. In practice, TD varies between 100 msec to 500 msec, depending on the patient's heart rate.
In this work, we used spectral attenuated inversion-recovery (SPAIR) for fat saturation, 15 due to its high SNR, robustness
The schematic of the standard DIR TSE sequence and the resulting magnetization of in-plane myocardium, out-ofplane myocardium, blood, and fat. IRsel is performed immediately after IRns, both in early-systole. The TSE readout is in latediastole. Due to the timing difference, part of the myocardium excited in the TSE readout is not inverted by IRsel. As a result, the spins (green dashed line) are inverted only once and have a very low magnetization during the TSE readout. (b) The schematic of the RDIR TSE sequence and the resulting magnetization of myocardium and blood. IRsel is moved forward to the previous cardiac cycle, performed at exactly the same trigger time as the TSE excitation pulse. Thus, slice misregistration is minimized. The delay (TD) between the two inversion pulses causes a signal loss for the myocardium.
against B 1 inhomogeneity, and popularity in clinical practice. SPAIR uses a spectrally selective adiabatic inversion pulse to invert fat spins, and rests for a time of TI to null the fat signal ( Fig. 1 ). When RDIR instead of DIR is used, the calculation of SPAIR TI should be adjusted, due to the signal loss during the RDIR delay. The optimal SPAIR fat saturation TI in the standard DIR TSE can be calculated by:
based on Bloch equations. The coefficient a is a vendor-specific parameter used in SPAIR TI calculation. When RDIR TSE is used, the optimal SPAIR fat saturation TI is:
When TD 5 0, Eq. 5 returns to Eq. 4; otherwise, TI FS,RDIR is generally less than TI FS,DIR . Both equations were derived based on Bloch equation modeling of the sequence.
Simulations
Simulations were performed to investigate the loss of SNR in RDIR, based on the Bloch equations and Eq. 3. The relative SNR loss, defined by (myocardial Mz of DIR -myocardial Mz of RDIR)/(myocardial Mz of DIR), was calculated for RR intervals 5 800/1000/1200 msec and myocardial T 1 5 900 msec (1.5T) / 1200 msec (3T). Here Mz represents the longitudinal signal immediately before the 908 pulse in the beginning of the TSE readout. The RDIR TD was varied from 0 to 300 msec for an RR interval of 800 msec, 0 to 400 msec for an RR interval of 1000 msec, and 0 to 500 msec for an RR interval of 1200 msec.
Healthy Subject Study
All in vivo studies, including healthy volunteers and patients, were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and all study participants provided informed written consent. Ten healthy volunteers (four male, age 31 6 8) were imaged with both DIR TSE and RDIR TSE on a 3.0T scanner (Siemens Trio, Erlangen, Germany). A 6-channel phased-array body coil and a 24-channel spine matrix coil, of which up to 12 channels can be turned on simultaneously, were used for imaging. The RR intervals of the 10 volunteers ranged from 780 to 1100 msec, where average RR interval 61SD equals 950 6 108 msec. A 4-chamber view GRE cine sequence was prescribed after the localizers to measure the quiescent period of the RV. The acquisition window was timed to fit the quiescent period, resulting in an average trigger time of 716 6 56 msec, and an average TD of 331 6 65 msec for the RDIR preparation. Imaging parameters were: field of view (FOV): 360-400 3 275-300 mm, image size: 192 3 114, slice thickness: 5 mm, bandwidth: 789 Hz/pixel, echo train length (ETL): 19, echo spacing: 4.9 msec, acquisition window: 96 msec, TE: 49 msec, flip angle: 908, parallel imaging off, two dummy heartbeats, scan time: 14 heartbeats, fat saturation with SPAIR. For RDIR TSE, TI of SPAIR was calculated based on Eq. 5 with user-input RR duration for each subject. Imaging was prescribed in basal ventricular shortaxis slice due to its high mobility. 9 For DIR and RDIR preparations, two IRsel slice thickness, 110% and 200%, were investigated. On our scanner, 110% is the minimal DIR slice thickness and 200% is the clinical standard for dark-blood TSE imaging. A 110% slice thickness for IRsel was employed to demonstrate the capability of RDIR to reduce motion artifacts due to slice misregistration.
Patient Study
Twenty patients (11 male, age 55 6 12 years old) who were consecutively scheduled for cardiac MR at our clinical center were recruited for this study after providing informed written consent. The patients were scanned on a 1.5T clinical scanner (Siemens Avanto) with the same 24-channel spine matrix coil used in the healthy volunteers and an 18-channel phased-array body coil. The mean intrascan RR intervals of the patients ranged from 630-1240 msec, with an average RR interval 61SD of 877 6 153 msec over all patients. The acquisition window was chosen automatically based on the ECG signal, resulting in an average trigger time of 692 6 66 msec. The TD of the RDIR TSE sequence ranged from 130-510 msec, with the average TD 61SD 5 256 6 102 msec. The 20 patients had a variety of clinical indications, including inspection of various ischemic and nonischemic cardiomyopathies, arrhythmia, aortic stenosis, and heart failure. None of the 20 patients was subsequently confirmed from the imaging to have had edema. The DIR TSE sequence was performed in all clinically required views, including a 4-chamber long axis view and three slices in the short axis view, covering base, middle, and apex of both ventricles. Only the basal short axis image was used for the subsequent analysis. RDIR TSE was performed in the same basal short axis slice with identical scan parameters. Imaging parameters were: FOV: 400 3 350 mm, image size: 256 3 172, slice thickness: 6 mm, bandwidth: 781 Hz/pixel, ETL: 17, echo spacing: 4.4 msec, acquisition window: 75 msec, TE: 65 msec, flip angle: 908, 2-fold parallel imaging (GRAPPA), scan time: 12 heartbeats, 200% preparation slice thickness for both DIR and RDIR, fat saturation with SPAIR. For the sake of simplicity, the average RR interval for RDIR SPAIR TI calculation was fixed at 1000 msec within the pulse sequence, making the calculated fat-saturation TI an approximation of the true TI. During the scan, if severe artifacts were present in the DIR TSE or the RDIR TSE image, the scan was repeated once for the problematic sequence to rule out any random effects. If the image quality was subsequently improved, it was used in our analysis.
Quality Assessment
QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT. Several quantitative indexes were evaluated in both volunteers and patients, including myocardial SNR, myocardium-to-blood contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), quantification of signal heterogeneity in LV and RV myocardium, and extent of RV dropout. The degree of signal heterogeneity within the LV and RV wall was investigated as a criterion to show whether RDIR reduces signal heterogeneity due to through-plane motion.
For the LV, a ring-shaped custom region of interest (ROI) was first drawn including the entire myocardium, using in-house MatLabbased (MathWorks, Natick, MA) software. The ROI was then circumferentially segmented into 20 sectors, each covering 188 of a rotating angle relative to the ROI's centroid. The first sector was always located at the anterior insertion point of the RV. The rotation of the sectors followed a counterclockwise orientation, traversing through the septum first and the lateral wall last. The signal intensity in each sector was averaged, giving a regional representation of the LV wall signal. For the RV, since the wall is very thin, a contour with user-defined control points was drawn within the lateral wall of the RV to extract the wall signal. The contour always started at the anterior insertion point and ended at the posterior insertion point. Signal along the contour was interpolated using bsplines from the surrounding grids. The control points were then reinterpolated using b-splines onto 100 points uniformly spaced along the contour. The signal of the sectors or contour was first smoothed using LOWESS (Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing) to remove small fluctuations, potentially due to noise, contouring error, and interpolation error. From the smoothed signal, the degree of heterogeneity in the LV and RV was quantified as the ratio of the standard deviation of the signal in each sector to the mean of the signal.
For the RV, in addition to heterogeneity, we also measured the "extent of dropout," which is a major factor that renders the dark-blood TSE nondiagnostic for RV evaluation. 10 The extent of dropout reflects the length of the RV lateral wall that is not evaluable by a clinician. Here, RV dropout is defined as the signal lower than 50% of the maximal RV signal, in analogy to the full-widthat-half-maximum (FWHM) method for LGE. 16 The extent of RV dropout was found by calculating the percentage of the dropout relative to the total length of the RV. SNR was calculated based on the average signal of the entire LV wall relative to the standard deviation of the blood pool, which was carefully delineated to exclude the area of bright blood due to slow flow, and tissues, such as the papillary muscle. Myocardiumto-blood CNR was calculated by (average signal of the LV wallaverage signal of blood pool)/standard deviation of blood pool.
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT. The patient images were also blindly and independently evaluated by two radiologists (S.H. and G.S.), both with more than 5 years of experience in assessing cardiovascular MRI. The evaluation used the 5-point Likert scale (1: nondiagnostic; 2: poor; 3: fair; 4: good; 5: excellent) for six criteria: overall image quality, LV signal homogeneity, RV visualization, fat suppression, perceptual SNR, and blood nulling. The results from the two radiologists were averaged prior to the comparison.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with MatLab (2014b) and Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). For quantitatively measured values, such as LV and RV signal heterogeneity, extent of RV dropout, measured SNR, and measured CNR, a two-tailed paired Student's t-test was used to find the significance of difference between two samples. For qualitative assessment using the 5-point scale, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was employed. The significance of the difference between the two methods in the number of excellent/ good scores versus number of fair/poor/nondiagnostic scores over the 20 patients was assessed using Fisher's exact test. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered significant. Figure 2 shows the relative SNR loss of the RDIR sequence. At RDIR delay 5 0, no SNR loss occurs. As RDIR delay increases, the relative SNR loss also increases. At the maximal RDIR TD (300 msec/400 msec/500 msec for an RR interval of 800/1000/1200 msec), the SNR loss is roughly between 0.39 to 0.45, for both 1.5T and 3T conditions. The SNR loss is not strongly dependent on heart rate or field strength. Figure 3 shows examples of the four images from a single volunteer. The DIR 110% (DIR TSE sequence with sliceselective reinversion thickness of 110% of the acquisition slice thickness) image shows extensive dropout in the RV and heterogeneous signal in the LV. These artifacts are considerably reduced in the RDIR 110% image. DIR 200% (DIR TSE sequence with the slice-selective reinversion thickness of 200% of the acquisition slice thickness, ie, the clinical standard) also reduces most of the artifacts; however, the dropout in the RV in DIR 200% is still large compared to RDIR 110% and 200% images. Table 1 shows the quantitative evaluation of the four sequences (DIR 110%, RDIR 110%, DIR 200%, and RDIR 200%) in the 10 healthy volunteers. For the LV, RDIR 110% significantly reduces the degree of heterogeneity compared to DIR 110%, indicating that RDIR is able to reduce motion-related artifacts in the LV. At 200% preparation slice thickness, RDIR still reduces heterogeneity in the LV, although nonsignificantly. This implies that much FIGURE 2: Simulations show that the SNR loss of RDIR relative to DIR increases almost linearly with RDIR TD. The simulation used a myocardial T 1 of 1200 msec at 3T and 900 msec at 1.5T. Three RR values (800, 1000, and 1200 msec) were used corresponding to three maximal TD values (300, 400, and 500 msec). The maximal relative SNR loss of RDIR in all cases is between 0.39 and 0.44.
Results

Simulations
Volunteer Study
of the motion-induced artifacts are resolved by doubling the preparation slice thickness for the LV. For the RV, RDIR improves visibility. RDIR 110% and 200% both lead to significantly reduced signal heterogeneity (0.37 6 0.12 vs. 0.60 6 0.14, P < 0.0001; 0.33 6 0.10 vs. 0.49 6 0.17, P 5 0.001) compared to DIR 110% and DIR 200%, respectively. The extent of RV dropout is also significantly reduced in RDIR 110% and 200% compared to DIR 110% and 200% (33% 6 18% vs. 57% 6 14%, P < 0.0001; 28% 6 15% vs. 44% 6 14%, P 5 0.0002), respectively. RDIR TSE reduces a considerable amount of dropout and heterogeneity in the RV, although some residual dropouts and heterogeneity still exist.
Figures 4 and 5 show the normalized signal profiles of the LV and RV from the four sequences, obtained by averaging the normalized signal profile of the LV and RV over the 10 volunteers. The normalization refers to the division of the smoothed signal profile by its mean value over the LV sectors or the RV contour. For the LV, the profile starts at the first sector, which lies at the anterior RV insertion point, and traverses through the septum and then finally the LV free wall (sectors are shown in Fig. 4e ). The position of the second insertion point lies in a range of Sectors 6-8. For both DIR TSE sequences, there is a strong LV signal reduction in Sectors 5-12, although the variation is damped in DIR 200%. The variation of signal in RDIR TSE is less than its counterpart in DIR TSE. Moreover, the dip in sectors 5-12 is not found in RDIR TSE, which may indicate that the motion pattern in the DIR TSE images is completely eliminated in the RDIR TSE images. For the RV, the signal dropout mainly resides in the inferior lateral wall. Although RDIR does not completely eliminate the presence of dropout, it substantially reduces the strength and extent of the dropout in the RV. In contrast, 200% DIR is ineffective in reducing the RV dropout.
The average SPAIR fat saturation TI in the DIR TSE sequence was 153 6 1 msec (1SD) and the counterpart in the RDIR TSE sequence was 135 6 3 msec. The SNR and CNR of RDIR 110% are not significantly less than those of DIR 110%. This observation suggests that the motion artifacts in DIR 110% causes an overall reduction of SNR and CNR. At 200% preparation slice thickness, SNR and CNR of RDIR are significantly reduced by about 20%, consistent with the theoretical anticipation. Figure 6 shows some representative DIR TSE and RDIR TSE images of four patients. The DIR images are contaminated by strong LV heterogeneity or dropout (Fig. 61A, 2A , 4A) and signal dropout in the RV (Fig. 61A, 2A , 3A, 4A); these artifacts are considerably reduced in their RDIR counterparts. Notably, the RV is much better depicted in several RDIR images. Table 2 shows the quantitative comparison of DIR and RDIR TSE over the 20 patients. DIR has significantly higher SNR (17 6 5 vs. 14 6 3, P 5 0.007) and CNR (14 6 5 vs. 11 6 3, P 5 0.009) compared to RDIR. Note that the reduction of SNR in patients compared to healthy volunteers is due to the use of a lower magnetic field, a longer TE, and parallel imaging. For the LV, a trend towards a significant reduction of signal heterogeneity is found in RDIR TSE (0.12 6 0.13 vs. 0.16 6 0.13, P 5 0.06). The average normalized signal profile of the LV over 20 patients showed a damped signal variation in RDIR TSE (Fig. 7a,b) . For the RV, RDIR significantly reduces the signal heterogeneity compared to DIR (0.31 6 0.21 vs. 0.43 6 0.24, P 5 0.003) and highly significantly reduces the extent of dropout (24% 6 26% vs. 46% 6 29%, P 5 0.0005). Figure 7c,d shows the average of normalized RV signal profile from the two sequences. RDIR TSE substantially reduces the amount of signal variation in DIR TSE. Table 3 shows the result of the 5-point scoring of the two methods. RDIR significantly improved overall image quality, LV signal homogeneity, and RV visibility (3.85 6 0.82 vs. 3.35 6 1.00, P 5 0.03; 4.23 6 0.84 vs. 3.70 6 1.09, P 5 0.04; 4.00 6 1.13 vs. 3.03 6 1.05, P 5 0.0007). The perceptual SNR, blood nulling, and fat saturation were similar. The SPAIR TI 6 1SD used in the DIR TSE and RDIR TSE sequences was 153 6 1 msec and 129 6 8 msec, respectively. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the LV homogeneity score and the RV visualization score among the 20 patients from both sequences. For the LV, DIR led to 13 patients with a score higher than 3, while RDIR led to 18 patients of such quality (P 5 0.13, Fisher's exact test). For the RV, while DIR had only eight patients with a score higher than 3, RDIR led to 16 such patients (P 5 0.02). These results showed that RDIR led to a significant improvement in the proportion of images with good-to-excellent image quality in the RV and a trend towards such improvement in the LV.
Discussion
In this work, the standard DIR preparation was modified to improve its robustness to through-plane motion and the improvement was demonstrated in healthy volunteers and patients. The study showed that the RDIR preparation results in several improvements of the dark-blood TSE sequence. The most prominent improvement was observed in the RV, including RV signal homogeneity in both volunteers and patients, RV extent of dropout in both volunteers and patients, qualitative evaluation of RV visualization quality, and the proportion of patients with good-to-excellent RV qualities. RDIR also seems to improve the image quality of the LV, although not always significantly. Nevertheless, the qualitative evaluation of the LV in the patients suggested a significant improvement in the LV signal homogeneity by using RDIR. Lastly, the overall image quality of the patient data was significantly improved with RDIR. Based on these results, RDIR may be a valuable approach to improve the clinical evaluation of RV edema, RV morphology, and LV edema. Furthermore, the technique may be used to improve the reliability in identification of RV fat infiltration in ARVC patients. Although we observed improved quality with RDIR in the LV, the improvement was less dramatic than in the RV. This can be understood since the RV generally has greater through-plane motion compared with the LV. 8 Furthermore, the comparison of DIR 200% with DIR 110% shows that the increased slice thickness indeed removes most of the artifacts in the LV that are present in DIR 110%. Thus, while RDIR is able to significantly improve RV visualization, the improvement of the LV assessment is less dramatic. The difference of heterogeneity between the standard TSE and RDIR TSE reflects the reduction of motion artifacts due to minimization of slice misregistration. Other causes of signal heterogeneity, such as motion during the TSE readout and coil profiles, contribute to the residual heterogeneity of signal in the RDIR TSE images. Coil sensitivity is a recognized source of signal variation in darkblood imaging. 2 Additionally, motion during the TSE readout may also severely impair the image quality. 3, 10 To understand whether motion during the TSE readout is the main cause of residual heterogeneity, we performed an extra T 1 -weighted RDIR in the last 10 patients. The T 1 -weighted RDIR had the same parameters as the T 2 -weighted RDIR except a TE 5 4.9 msec. A short TE reduces the risk of motion occurring between the 908 RF pulse and the collection of central k-space, and therefore reduces the motion artifacts. Using this sequence, we found one patient who had a visible LV dropout that appeared in both DIR and T 2 -weighted RDIR images but not in the T 1 -weighted RDIR image. This observation suggests that the dropout in the T 2 -weighted RDIR was caused by the TSE readout in this patient. There was no significant difference between T 2 -weighted and T 1 -weighted RDIR in the 10 patients. A more thorough study is necessary to understand the effects of motion artifacts caused by the TSE readout. A prior investigation 3 suggested that a radial bSSFP readout can considerably reduce the sensitivity of the dark-blood sequence to motion. The technique can be combined with RDIR preparation to reduce both motion artifacts from the TSE readout and the dark-blood preparation. A main limitation of RDIR TSE is its sensitivity to arrhythmias. A basic assumption underlying RDIR is that the pattern of cardiac motion within a cardiac cycle remains approximately unchanged throughout the sequence execution. Arrhythmias, by their nature, can violate the assumption by causing interbeat changes of cardiac motion patterns. As a result, residual slice mismatching may be present even with RDIR, causing myocardial signal reduction in the image. Furthermore, RDIR is more sensitive to arrhythmias compared to DIR. DIR TSE and RDIR TSE have the same sensitivity to arrhythmias or missed triggers that occur after the TSE readout. However, an arrhythmia occurring across the RDIR preparation will change TD, resulting in an additional signal change of myocardium for RDIR. More seriously, arrhythmias during the RDIR preparation may lead to missed triggers, which may considerably reduce the myocardial signal and moderately elevate the blood signal. Together, these factors will cause loss of contrast, loss of SNR, and ghosting artifacts, which are more severe with RDIR. Based on these limitations, RDIR TSE in its current implementation is not suitable for patients who have significant arrhythmias.
Several other limitations are also associated with RDIR. First, since RDIR requires two heartbeats in its current implementation, it is less efficient than DIR for sequences that acquire data in every heartbeat, such as those using bSSFP readout. 3 Second, RDIR reduces SNR, about 20% on average, compared to standard DIR. In practice, this may not be problematic, due to the relatively high baseline SNR and blood-to-myocardium CNR in black-blood TSE. Lastly, an accurate fat saturation for RDIR TSE calls for an estimate of average RR duration of the patient. This information can be automatically collected by the sequence or manually input by the operator, which, however, would increase the procedural complexity.
The study also has several limitations. The study did not explore axial imaging, which is a common view for evaluation of the RV free wall and RV outflow tract. 11 The through-plane motion of the RV in the axial view is reported to be less problematic. 10 In addition, our study did not explore the use of short-inversion-time inversion-recovery (STIR) for fat saturation. 1 The major advantage of STIR is its robustness against B 0 inhomogeneity; however, it leads to a lower SNR and higher sensitivity to motion compared to SPAIR. 9 There is no difference in terms of sequence design to combine RDIR with STIR. Combination of the two techniques is feasible and is warranted with future exploration.
In conclusion, we propose a novel RDIR TSE sequence with superior robustness to cardiac motion compared to the standard dark-blood TSE sequence. The new sequence leverages a simple adjustment of timing of the two inversion pulses to minimize the risk of slice misregistration. We have demonstrated that the RV quality in dark-blood imaging is significantly improved by using this technique. There is also an improvement of the LV image quality with RDIR, although not always significant. Further studies are warranted to evaluate this new T 2 -weighted dark-blood TSE sequence in a variety of applications, including edema imaging, and tissue characterization of the RV.
